TAILORED & FLEXIBLE TRAINING OPERATIONS

Keeping the wheels turning during restricted movement and lockdowns
Tailored, Flexible Learning

Thomson Bridge are committed to providing high quality training and assessment products and services. This includes flexible learning and assessment options to accommodate organisational requirements, and your diverse and varying learning style and needs.

As your industry partner, we understand this period of restricted movement is a challenging time to manage your business requirements and legal obligations. To keep the wheels turning, we are maximising the flexibility of our training and assessment operations.

Thomson Bridge are here to work with you - providing simple and workable training and assessment solutions, tailored to suit your business compliance and the safety needs of your staff during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Let’s take a look at our delivery options that are readily available for your business.
Webinar Learning

A webinar is an online meeting or presentation held in real-time. It is an online event that connects trainers and learners.

The main feature of live webinars is interactivity; the ability to discuss, send, and receive information in real-time.

Thomson Bridge can deliver most of our courses through webinar with self-paced learning or eLearning components. Webinars can be conducted through a range of platforms to suit your preferred IT systems; including Zoom and Microsoft Teams.

Face-to-Face Learning

Subject to the advice of State and Federal Health Authorities, Thomson Bridge can offer face-to-face learning, with strict social distancing controls in place.

As a national business, our company is in a unique position of having experienced training professionals in Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, and Tasmania - whichever state you are in, we can provide a trainer who can get to your premises or, given appropriate facilities to deliver nearby.
Self-Paced Learning and eLearning

Thomson Bridge provide programs online as structured self-paced learning, and contextualised eLearning training modules. Learners can work at their own pace; with access to, and support from, trainers and assessors by telephone, email, live chat, Learning Management System forums, and more.

Remote Assessment

Where face-to-face assessment for practical skills is required for a program - but not possible in the current restricted environment - Thomson Bridge has strategies for completing remote practical assessments.

In addition to our standard evidence gathering processes, we can design assessment scenarios by collaborating with a specifically nominated work supervisor, to monitor the scenario, while our assessor is able to assess practical competence using a combination of:

- Video conferencing link if available
- Video footage taken with evidence recorded
- Evidence collected against an assessment
- Other data available, including data simulators or electronic equipment used in the assessment – for example our Laerdal CPR manikin pictured below, comes with a smart phone app to monitor the performance of CPR skills.
Overview

While we have provided some options for your training delivery for now and future use, we are always open to discuss any new ideas, or options you might see as worthwhile for further investigation. Call us to discuss your needs in training and assessment, we are here to help you through this complicated and uncertain time. Thank you from the entire team at Thomson Bridge.

Further Remote Delivery Support Technologies

Thomson Bridge are continuing to invest in technologies and tools to further assist remote delivery of your training and assessment needs.

We can deliver to trainees a wireless headset and camera to connect directly to the trainer, giving a clear communication in real-time between your staff and our instructors while performing practical training and assessment.

Thomson Bridge has invested in one of the world’s leading hands-free remote collaboration headset technology. This tool is delivered to the clients and allows for real-time viewing of the assessment being conducted.